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Abstract Codon usage patterns in 16 chromosomes coin-
cided with each other in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and the
same result was obtained from Encephalitozoon cuniculi
consisting of 11 chromosomes, although each chromosome
function differs. In addition, preferential codon usage in the
regenerated coding systems for Leu and Lys differed be-
tween Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Encephalitozoon cuni-
culi. These results cannot be explained by Darwin’s natural
selection theory or by the neutral theory proposed against
Darwin’s. Furthermore, the codon usage patterns were ex-
amined in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The use of G
or C at the third codon position was much lower than T or
A in Ureaplasma urealyticum, whereas inversely the use of
G or C at the third codon position was much higher than T
or A in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Additionally, Candida
albicans and Plasmodium falciparum also showed a very
low usage of G or C at the third codon position. It is a
difficult leap to speculate that the inverse codon usage
change occurred over the genome during biological evolu-
tion. Thus, the present results strongly suggest that organ-
isms were derived from different origins, indicating that the
origin of life was plural, based on genomic structures.
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Darwin’s theory of natural selection, based on his observa-
tions, is undoubtedly one of the great scientific theories
(Mayr 1965, 2000); however, the opposing neutral theory
based on population genetics using mathematical equations

is also acknowledged as a scientific theory (Kimura 1977).
Although both theories are scientifically derived, their
underpinnings obviously differ, resulting in ongoing argu-
ments between Darwinian (Dawkins 2000) and non-
Darwinian (Gould 1994) evolutionary theories, indicating
that perhaps neither theory completely explains biological
evolution. It is noteworthy that both theories were estab-
lished before complete genomic data were available. Here,
we reevaluate these theories in light of the completed ge-
nome. In addition, the origin of life has been assumed to be
a single event on the basis of Darwin’s theory (Mayr 1965,
2000); however, an opposite theory supposing a plural ori-
gin is also acknowledged (Woese 1998; Doolittle 1999).
These conclusions are obscure, because they are not based
on enough scientific results that can endure scientific discus-
sion. More definitive results are expected from the use of
genomic data. In the present study, we show that a dramatic
and preferential codon usage shift apparently occurred
during the biological evolution of the genome, suggesting,
based on genomic structures, that the origin of life was a
plural form.

Codon usage patterns of the first genes in the 16 chromo-
somes of Saccharomyces cervisiae are shown in Fig. 1A.
The codon usage of 64 codons differs with large variations
among the 16 genes encoding 123–1860 amino acid residues.
This finding indicates that it is dangerous to discuss biologi-
cal evolution just with a certain protein or gene, although
phylogenetic trees were obtained, for example, from cyto-
chrome c (Dayhoff et al. 1972), small subunit ribosomal
RNA (Sogin et al. 1986; Woese et al. 1990; Doolittle and
Brown 1994), and tRNA (Maizels and Weiner 1994;
DePouplana et al. 1998). We need to realize that biological
evolution is carried out by living organisms that have nu-
merous genes. However, when the largest genes in each
chromosome were examined, the variations were reduced.
Further, a gene assembly (putative unit) consisting of more
than 10000 nucleotides showed an almost constant codon
usage pattern, suggesting that the pattern of codon usage
depends on the gene size (data not shown). Indeed, codon
usage coincided with each other among the 16 chro-
mosomes consisting of 105–828 genes (Fig. 1B); this is
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Fig. 1. Comparison of codon usage. The values represent the percent
of total codons examined. A Codon usage in the first genes of the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosomes; the value is the mean � SD of
16 chromosomes. B Codon usage in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae

chromosomes; the value is the mean � SD of 16 chromosomes. C
Codon usage in the Encephalitozoon cuniculi chromosomes; the value
is the mean � SD of 11 chromosomes

Fig. 2. Comparison of codon usage. A Codon usage in Ureaplasma
urealyticum. All genes (604) were grouped into 11 groups consisting of
50 genes each and 1 group consisting of 54 genes. The value is the mean
� SD of 12 groups. B Codon usage in the Staphylococcus aureus
calculated from 452871 nucleotides coding 150 484 amino acid resi-
dues. C Codon usage in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The 4249 genes
were put into 10 groups of 400 genes each and 1 group of 249 genes.

The value is the mean � SD of 11 groups. D Codon usage in Escheri-
chia coli calculated from 105090 nucleotides coding 34926 amino acid
residues. E Codon usage in Candida albicans calculated from 374241
nucleotides coding 373572 amino acid residues. F Codon usage in
Plasmodium falciparum calculated from 2781241 nucleotides coding
2777 823 amino acid residues
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consistent with the result expressed in amino acid composi-
tion (Sorimachi and Okayasu 2003). Thus, although the
chromosomes each have different functions, the synchro-
nous codon alteration occurred independently from gene
functions over the genome during biological evolution.
Thus, the present result appears to fit the neutral rather
than the natural selection theory; that is, data based on the
genome support non-Darwinian evolution. A similar con-
clusion was obtained from the relationship between amino
acid frequencies and codon usage, supporting random
mutation (King and Jukes 1989).

Glu (E) is coded by two codons, GAA and GAG, and
similarly Lys (K) is coded by AAA and AAG, while only
GAA and AAA are preferentially used in every chromo-
some in the Glu and Lys coding systems, respectively (Fig.
1B). On the other hand, inverse codon usage, the preferen-
tial usage of GAG for Glu and AAG for Lys, was observed
in Encephalitozoon cuniculi (Fig. 1C). Additionally, in the
regenerated coding system for Leu (L), TTA and TTG were
preferentially used compared with CTG in S. cerevisiae
(Fig. 1B), whereas CTG was preferentially used compared
with the other two codons in E. cuniculi (Fig. 1C). There-
fore, the third-position nucleotide is not simply determined
by the former two, although it has been reported that the
former two nucleotides influence mutation of the third
position (Sueoka 1988).

Similar preferential codon usage was observed in other
amino acid coding systems, and similar preferential codon
usage was dramatically observed in Ureaplasma urealyticum
(Fig. 2A). The use of G or C was very much lower than that
of T or A at the third codon position in any codon over the
genome. It seems difficult to find functional advantages or
disadvantages for organisms to preferentially use certain
codons in a degenerated system among chromosomes.
Therefore, preferential codon usage in the degenerated
codon system cannot be explained by Darwinian evolution.
Additionally, this preferential codon usage is not explained
by the neutral theory.

The codon usage pattern of the gram-positive Staphylo-
coccus aureus resembled that of U. urealyticum, although
the use of G or C at the third codon position slightly in-
creased synchronously in every codon over the genome
compared with U. urealyticum (Fig. 2B).

The codon usage patterns of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
were absolutely inverse to that of U. urealyticum (Fig.
2A,C). The usage of G or C at the third codon position was
much higher than T or A in every codon, and the increase in
G or C and the decrease in A or T changed synchronously
compared with U. urealyticum. These results cannot be

completely explained by either of the classical evolutional
theories (Mayr 1965, 2000; Kimura 1977).

The codon usage pattern of the gram-negative Escheri-
chia coli differed from those of U. urealyticum, M. tubercu-
losis, and S. aureus; the usage of G or C was almost equal to
those of T or A at the third codon position, except for the
preferential usage of G at the third codon position in the
degenerated coding system for L (Leu) (Fig. 2D).

Eukaryotes, Candida albicans (fungus, budding yeast),
and Plasmodium falciparum (protist) showed a very low
usage of G or C at the third codon position in any codon
(Fig. 2E,F), as observed in U. urealyticum (Fig. 2A). Addi-
tionally, these patterns differ from those of either S.
cerevisiae or E. cuniculi (see Fig. 1).

To estimate biological divergence among various
organisms, we carried out a cluster analysis (Fig. 3).
Utilizing Ward’s method, which is a widely used practical
technique for cluster analysis, each codon frequency (in
total, 64 codons) was used as one of the traits to character-
ize each organism. All organisms examined were classified
into six main clusters: I, eubacteria belonging to “E-type”
(Sorimachi and Okayasu 2004); II, eukaryotes (protista and
fungi); III, archaea and eubacteria belonging to “S-type”
(Sorimachi and Okayasu 2004); IV, eubacteria belonging to
“E-type” and eukaryotes (protist, fungi, plants, and ani-
mals); V, eubacteria belonging to “S-type” and eukaryotes
(fungi, plants, and animals); and VI, archaea and eukary-
otes (fungus). S. cerevisiae (budding yeast) was separated
from C. albicans (budding yeast), Aspergillus fumigatus
(filamentous fungus), and other eukaryotes including some
fungi, protista, and animals. However, S. cerevisiae was
close to Schizosaccharomyces pombe (fisson yeast) and to
Arabidopsis thaliana (plant), which was separated from
Oryza sativa (plant). On the other hand, E. cuniculi
(microsporidia) was completely separated from other eu-
karyotes examined and belonged to an archaeon cluster.
These results indicate that S. cerevisiae and E. cuniculi
evolved in different directions. Thus, their codon usage pat-
terns differ from each other (see Fig. 1).

In addition, according to Darwin’s theory, every species
was derived from a single origin. It seems difficult to
speculate that U. urealyticum evolved to M. tuberculosis
via certain intermediate bacteria, and that C. albicans or P.
falciparum was derived from U. urealyticum, which has a
similar codon usage pattern, or was derived from M. tuber-
culosis, which has an inverse codon usage pattern. Namely,
it is very hard to speculate that the absolutely inverse codon
usage change occurred over the genome during biologi-
cal evolution. Thus, organisms seem to be derived from

Fig. 3. Dendrogram of various organism classifications obtained
utilizing the Ward’s method using 64 codons. Codon frequencies were
calculated from the data obtained from GenomeNet (hhtp://
www.genome.ad.jp) or the frequency data were directly used from the
database (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon). Cluster analysis was carried
out using the software Tahenryou-Kaiseki (multivariate analysis) de-
veloped by ESMI (Tokyo, Japan), as an add-in program of EXCEL. In

this software, the cluster element was limited to 50, and some samples
were classified into the same cluster element using more than 50
samples. Red characters, eubacteria belong to “E-type”; blue charac-
ters, eubacteria belong to “S-type”; black characters, archaea; brown
characters, eukaryotes; *, included in the same cluster element as the
preceding organism(s)
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different origins, leading to the conclusion that this result
cannot be explained by Darwin’s theory that every species
was derived from a single origin.

In S. cerevisiae, both codon usage and amino acid com-
position patterns coincided with each other, not only in all
chromosomes but also in all putative small units construct-
ing the complete genome (Sorimachi and Okayasu 2003).
Thus, genomic structure is homogeneous over the genome,
not only in prokaryotes but also in eukaryotes. These results
strongly suggest that the contribution of gene drifts or of
lateral gene transfer to evolution might be very small. It is
obvious that U. urealyticum and M. tuberculosis have com-
pletely inverse codon usage patterns (Fig. 2A,C); however,
their amino acid composition patterns, represented by a
“star shape,” resemble each other (Sorimachi and Okayasu
2004).

We found that during biological evolution the basic pat-
tern of cellular amino acid composition is conserved in vari-
ous organisms from bacteria to mammalian cells (Sorimachi
1999). This basic pattern, which is expressed by a star shape,
mostly coincided with that calculated from the complete
genome (Sorimachi et al. 2001). These results indicate that
codon alteration is strongly controlled internally by the
amino acid composition pattern expressed by the star
shape, which we hold represents all existing Earth-based
organisms. As described above, evolution resulting from
mutation seems to be independent of Darwin’s or the neu-
tral theory; however, inheritance after mutation is indeed
controlled by Darwin’s ideas of natural selection in biologi-
cal evolution.
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